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What is Science.gov?
• FirstGov for Science cross-agency portal
• A large scale collaboration to make government 

science information available via one location
• A wealth of information the user can find 

without knowing the sponsoring agency
• Unique search tool that digs deeply to find 

otherwise hidden information



What is Science.gov?What is Science.gov?What is Science.gov?

With National Archives 
and Records 

Administration Support

An extraordinary partnership of 
information operations



Workshop I:  The Vision

• Adjust to changing modes 
of science communications

• Respond to call of 
National studies

• Enthusiastic endorsement 
to establish infrastructure

DOE convenes first workshop 
May 2000 at National Academy of Sciences

Panelists from academia, government, and industry



Workshop II:  Challenges

• Broad scope of Federal research and development missions 
in science and technology

• Wide ranging interests of potential audiences

• Taxonomy issues given the broad scope and audience

• Blending resources from different agencies into cohesive 
functionality and page design

• Resources, funding and sustainability



Workshop II:  The Alliance

• Web is the tool of choice for information dissemination
• Science is not bounded by organization or geography
• Each science agency has information & services to 

fulfill its mission— to bring to Internet table
• Interagency collaboration is necessary



The Alliance Potluck Party 
17 organizations from 12 agencies

• Department of Agriculture
National Agricultural Library
United States Forest Service

• Department of Commerce
National Institute of Standards and Technology
National Technical Information Service

• Department of Defense
Defense Technical Information Center

• Department of Education
National Library of Education

• Department of Energy
Office of Scientific and Technical Information

• Department of Health and Human Services
Food and Drug Administration
National Institutes of Health
National Library of Medicine

• Department of Interior
United States Geological Survey
National Biological Information Infrastructure

• Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Environmental Information 
Office of Research and Development

• National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration
Scientific and Technical Information Program

• National Science Foundation

• United States Government Printing Office

• With additional support from the 
National Archives and Records Administration



Science.gov Alliance Vision

• Provide cross-agency, gateway access to selected, 
authoritative U.S. government science and technology 
resources for the science-attentive citizen, including 
science professionals, students, teachers, business 
people, and members of the public interested in 
science













Searching Science.gov

• Science.gov Website search—
an index of approximately 1800 sites

• Deep Web Search—
30 large government databases 

• Metasearch—
search sources in parallel and return 
integrated results



Science.gov Website Search

• The Websites in the Browse by Topic section 
are also indexed and made searchable.

• USGS maintains this search using a traditional 
search engine.

• The search engine follows the submitted link, 
capturing additional information.



Deep Web Search:  A Unique Capability

• The Deep Web search capability searches down 
deeply into the large databases and websites.

• Each agency submits two or three large databases 
that are then searched in real time.

• If the full text is searched at the site, the full text is 
searched on Science.gov.

• This function combines searches of PubMed, Medline, 
Agricola, FDA databases, Energy databases, and 
other large databases into one search.



Surface Web
• Size: Estimated to be 8+ 

billion (Google) to 45 billion 
(About.com) Web pages

• Static, crawlable
Web pages

• Large amounts of 
unfiltered information

• Limited to what is easily 
found by search engines

• Size: Estimated to be 5 to 
500 times larger (BrightPlanet)

• Dynamically generated 
content that lives inside 
databases

• High-quality, managed, 
subject-specific content

• Growing faster than 
surface Web (BrightPlanet)

Deep Web





Metasearch
• Also known as Federated Search, Distributed Search, 

Broadcast Search, Data Fusion
• The databases and Websites are searched in parallel 

through Basic Search with integrated results presented. 
• Ability to narrow by subject category or even by specific 

database through the Advanced Search function
• Results show varied aspects of a subject as reflected by the 

agencies.













Science.gov 3.0 is coming soon!

• Increased precision is the goal of Science.gov 3.0.
• More sophisticated ranking system— MetaRank
• Forced Boolean searching when target sites 

do not offer it
• Input syntax to be more in line with user expectations
• Powerful fielded search option
• Improved navigation













Science.gov Version 4.0
• Enhanced relevancy ranking (DeepRank)
• Full-text relevancy ranking for precision 

search
• Grid computing-allowing distributed 

computers to communicate simultaneously 
and collaboratively

• Funded by DOE Small Business Innovation 
Research Grant

• Launch being planned for 2006



What’s Next?

• Development of versions 3.0 and 4.0 is funded
• Evaluate customer satisfaction
• Refine and enhance design and search capabilities
• Continue adding content and databases
• Continue reviewing the taxonomy
• Continue linking to other Firstgov portals such as kids.gov
• Continue to add members to the Alliance
• Continue to develop support and sustaining resources
• Continue what we do best – collaborate and innovate



OMB Report to Congress
The White House Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) reported to Congress on March 
1, 2005, that in the implementation of the E-
Government Act of 2002, Science.gov was one 
of the two efforts, government-wide, that is 
satisfying the requirements of Section 207 
“…so citizens can access the results of Federal 
research.”



Science.gov Points of Contact

• Eleanor Frierson, Co-Chair Science.gov Alliance (National 

Agricultural Library efrierson@nal.usda.gov

• Thomas Lahr, Co-Chair Science.gov Alliance (US Geological 

Survey)

tom_lahr@usgs.gov

• Gail Hodge, CENDI/Science.gov Secretariat (Information 

International Assoc) gailhodge@aol.com


